DESIGN GUIDE

Rubber Labels
Essential information for designing your
custom rubber labels.
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Our rubber labels provide a vibrant, eye-catching label for promoting
your brand. The sections below will explain the options that are
available to you.
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Material Options

PVC . Silicone . TPU

Style

Fully Injection Mould . Injection Mould onto Fabric
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Design
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A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

16-18

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Material
Options
Rubber labels offer a soft, tactile label

PVC

Silicone

PVC is the more cost-effective material choice that provides a

Silicone is a more environmentally friendly material and provides a

more rigid label than silicone and is suitable for range of

softer hand feel. Popular with childrenswear.

applications.

TPU

with vibrant colours and are available
in three materials.

TPU (thermoplastic polyurethane) is a versatile and environmentally
friendly material with many properties including elasticity,
transparency and resistance to grease and abrasion.
ukpaccessories.com
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Style &
Attachment

Fully Injection Mould Style

Injection Mould onto Fabric Style

The whole label can be produced in PVC or silicone to provide a

You can also injection mould designs onto base fabrics such as felt

solid, durable label.

and cotton.

There are two main rubber label
styles to choose from. You will also
need to consider how you will attach
your labels.

Stitch Groove

Seam Tab

Flat

A sunken channel around the edge of the

A stepped tab to allow the label to be

We can supply without a groove or tab,

label for easy stitching.

stitched into the seam without being too

usually for labels that have fabric base.

bulky.
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Logo Display
Typically, designs are raised from the

Design
Options

Colours

surface to create a 3D, eye-catching label.

We can match colours for PVC, silicone

However, it is also possible to have designs

and TPU labels to Pantones or colour

engraved or printed flat onto the surface.

swatches.

For labels with a seam tab, the logo can

All three materials can also have a

be on one side, or both.

transparent or frosted base.

Shape

Size

The majority of labels we produce tend

We can produce PVC & silicone labels in

to be a standard shape - rectangle, circle,

any required size and so can be used for a

oval or square, but we can make to any

range of garment branding applications.

As our rubber labels are custom
made, you can specify your exact
requirements in terms of design.

required shape.
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You now have all the tools to get designing your
rubber labels, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

